President Machines Logins

25 Hours (21.03.16 17:38 - 22.03.16 18:38)

Datasource User Count

```
- adams.rutgers.edu  0 Last  0 Max  0 Average
- arthur.rutgers.edu  0 Last  0 Max  0 Average
- coolidge.rutgers.edu  0 Last  0 Max  0 Average
- fillmore.rutgers.edu  0 Last  0 Max  0 Average
- grant.rutgers.edu  0 Last  0 Max  0 Average
- harding.rutgers.edu  0 Last  0 Max  0 Average
- harrison.rutgers.edu  0 Last  0 Max  0 Average
- hayes.rutgers.edu  0 Last  0 Max  0 Average
- jackson.cs.rutgers.edu  0 Last  0 Max  0 Average
- jefferson.rutgers.edu  0 Last  0 Max  0 Average
- johnson.rutgers.edu  0 Last  0 Max  0 Average
- lincoln.rutgers.edu  0 Last  0 Max  0 Average
- madison.rutgers.edu  0 Last  0 Max  0 Average
- mckinley.rutgers.edu  0 Last  0 Max  0 Average
- monroe.rutgers.edu  0 Last  0 Max  0 Average
- pierce.rutgers.edu  0 Last  0 Max  0 Average
- polk.rutgers.edu  0 Last  0 Max  0 Average
- roosevelt.rutgers.edu  0 Last  0 Max  0 Average
- vanburen.rutgers.edu  0 Last  0 Max  0 Average
- washington.rutgers.edu  0 Last  1 Max  0 Average
- wilson.rutgers.edu  0 Last  0 Max  0 Average
```